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Equity Returns - Off the Bottom
Best equity recovery strategy after a severe bear market

Background

Since 1992, when I first began work as an international equity analyst in Hong Kong, I have survived 
four severe bear markets. The first two were Asia-centric and the last two were global, but largely 
centered in the U.S. The first was the Japanese equity market bubble that developed in the 1980s 
and burst at the beginning of 1990. At that point, Japan represented over 40% of the world market-
capitalization. Despite having missed the first two years of the Japanese bear market, I was 
working in the industry during the remaining 17 years before that market finally bottomed in 
2009, at which point the Japanese equity market had fallen in value over 80%. My second bear 
market was the Asian currency crisis that began in the summer of 1997 and resulted in declines of 
over 50% in almost every Asian equity market, including Hong Kong, over the following year.

The third bear market began with the bursting of the tech bubble just over 20 years ago. The tech 
bubble bear market began in March 2000 and ended when equity markets bottomed in October 
2002. The final severe bear market was the global financial crisis that began in October 2007 and 
ended on March 9, 2009, when equity markets finally bottomed. The tech bubble bear market and 
the global financial crisis were both severe bear markets that resulted in equity investors losing 
approximately 50% peak-to-trough. 

This brings us to the present day. As I write this note, the COVID-19 pandemic is, unfortunately, 
presenting itself as the catalyst for what will likely become the fifth severe bear market of my career.

Finding the best equity recovery strategy for investors after a severe bear market

In this note, we will specifically examine the tech bubble bear market (March 2000 to October 2002) 
and the global financial crisis bear market (October 2007 to March 2009). Our goal is to look for the 
broad equity strategy that will best help investors recover from the sizable equity losses that have 
occurred as a result of past severe bear markets. We believe this is a critical strategic step for asset 
allocators and investors, since the last two severe bear markets resulted in equity declines of around 
50%. As such, the stakes are high.

In looking for the best recovery strategy, we divided public equities between domestic (U.S.) and 
international stocks, as well as by large-capitalization companies versus small caps. For the purposes 
of this study, we chose the S&P 500 Index to represent U.S. large-cap equities, the MSCI EAFE Index 
to represent international large caps, the Russell 2000 Index to represent U.S. small caps and the 
MSCI ACWI ex-US Small Cap Index to represent international small caps. We examined how each of 
these broad equity categories performed over the two-year period immediately following the market 
bottom that marked the end of the aforementioned severe bear markets. All indices are represented 
on a total return basis in U.S.-dollar terms (unless otherwise noted).

Sir John Templeton  
"Bull markets are born on 

pessimism, grow on skepticism, 
mature on optimism and die on 

euphoria."

April 2020
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International Small Caps (white line) +99% Return 
US Large Caps (orange line) +48% Return

International small-cap equities produce strongest recovery following bear markets

We discovered that when equity markets start to recover after a severe bear market, small-
cap equities have historically beat large caps, while international equities have outperformed 
domestic equities. Importantly, the margin is quite wide in the case of small caps outperforming 
large caps. Our study shows the best broad asset class in which to recover your equity 
losses following a severe bear market is international small caps, followed by U.S. small caps, 
and then international large caps. U.S. large-cap equities came in last on this list of broad 
asset classes. To be clear: U.S. large-cap equities posted the weakest recovery off the 
bottom, while international small-cap equities posted the strongest recovery off the bottom 
following the last two severe bear markets.

And, the performance differential was huge

We examined the two-year equity returns following the market bottoms of the last two bear 
markets. We found that international small caps returned 99% and 154%, respectively, over the 
two-year periods following the tech bubble burst and the 2007-2009 global financial crisis bear 
markets. International small-cap equities returned a very impressive 127%, on average, over the 
two years following the last two severe bear markets. For U.S. large caps, the corresponding two-
year returns were 48% and 101%, respectively, for an average return of 75%.

To summarize, the international small-cap equity average return figure was almost 70% higher 
than that of U.S. large-cap equities. Therefore, asset allocators who invested in international 
small-cap equities would have generated, on average, 70% greater returns in the past two 
bear market recoveries. See Charts.

Returns Following the Tech Bubble Bear Market Bottom
2 Years - October 9, 2002 to October 8, 2004

Source: Bloomberg, April 2020



Returns Following the Global Financial Crisis Bear Market Bottom 
2 Years - March 9, 2009 to March 8, 2011

Best returns in a recovery produced by an asset class in which many investors have little or 
no exposure

One of the most interesting aspects of our study is that the most widely held public equity asset class, 
U.S. large caps, has produced the least impressive recoveries off previous bottoms. Conversely, the 
broad equity asset class that is hardly owned by investors, international small caps, is precisely the 
strategy that has generated the strongest returns during previous recoveries. 

This means most investors are overweight the broad asset class that has produced the lowest post-
bear-market recovery returns (U.S. large-cap equities, while being underweight the broad asset class 
that has generated far stronger post-bear-market recovery returns (international small-cap equities. By 
shifting capital from U.S. large-cap equities to international small-cap equities, asset allocators can 
significantly accelerate their returns following severe public equity market bottoms.

What happens during bear markets?

We also looked at how each of the four broad asset classes performed during the last two bear 
markets. We observed that, from the U.S. large cap peak to trough in the last two bear markets, all 
four asset classes declined on average by approximately the same amounts. All four broad asset 
classes fell by an average of 50%-54%. Many individuals might have expected small caps would have 
underperformed by a meaningful degree on the way down, but this was not the case in the last two 
severe bear markets. This seems to suggest investors will not be negatively impacted in relative terms 
by switching from large caps to small caps during the bear market as they position their investment 
portfolios to benefit from the superior recovery potential of small-cap equities once the recovery 
begins.
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International Small Caps (white line)  +154% Return 
US Large Caps (orange line ) +101% Return

Source: Bloomberg, April 2020



Current bear market? 

One of the interesting, but largely underappreciated, elements of this current bear market is 
that the four broad asset classes began their bear markets at different times. In the case of U.S. large 
caps, the bear market very clearly began right after the S&P 500 Index peaked on 
February 19, 2020. In contrast, the international small-cap equity bear market began two years 
earlier, on January 26, 2018, which is when the international small-cap index peaked.

In other words, by the time the U.S. large-cap bear market began in February 2020, international small 
caps had already been in a bear market for over two years! In fact, during the roughly two-year stretch 
of time between when international small caps peaked and U.S. large caps peaked, international small-
cap equities underperformed by a margin of ~30 percentage points.  

Summary

The purpose of this study is to help investors target the broad equity asset class that will generate the 
best returns once the most recent severe bear market ends. To do so, we looked back over the past 20 
years to examine the last two severe bear markets. We then compared the recovery behaviour of 
four broad asset classes: U.S. large-cap equities, international large caps, U.S. small caps and 
international small caps.

Our data clearly illustrated that international small-cap equities has historically been the best 
broad equity asset class when recovering losses following a severe bear market. The 
performance of international small caps is followed by U.S. small caps. International large caps 
are the third-strongest broad equity asset class, while U.S. large caps have come in last. The 
order of the asset class recovery hierarchy is especially relevant today since so many investors 
have a significant overweight position in U.S. large caps, with often only a trivial – or no – 
exposure to international small caps. Moreover, the recovery return differential between these 
asset classes is quite large. As equity markets began to recover following the last two 
severe bear market bottoms, international small caps produced an average two-year return 
of 127%, while U.S. large caps generated an average return of 75%.  The international small-
cap return is almost 70% higher than the corresponding U.S. large-cap return. This means asset 
allocators were able to generate 70% greater recovery returns by selecting international small-cap 
equities. 

As such, it is quite clear that when it comes to recovering equity losses after a severe bear market, the 
best broad asset class is international small caps.

About Radin Capital

At Radin Capital, we are style pure. We are a classic deep value manager – always have been 
and always will be. We believe our approach to investing offers asset allocators and investors a 
targeted way to benefit from the style rotation that should occur over the next decade. We take a long-
term, bottom-up approach to investing in solid companies with proven and profitable business 
models that are at bargain prices. Each stock we purchase has the potential to double over the next 
five years, regardless of what happens in the broader market. Our portfolios are comprised of 
companies with a median forward (FY2) PE of 7x, a median P/BV of 1.0x and a median dividend 
yield of over 4%.
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Source: Bloomberg and Radin Capital. This study uses the S&P 500 Index to represent USA large caps, the MSCI 
EAFE Index to represent international large caps, the Russell 2000 Index to represent USA small caps and the MSCI 
ACWI ex-US Small Cap Index to represent international small caps. All indices are represented on a total return basis 
in USD unless otherwise noted.

Data, opinions, and other material provided herein are provided for informational purposes only and should not be 
considered indicative of future results. Nothing contained herein should be considered investment, financial, legal, 
tax or other advice, nor is it to be relied on in making investment or other decisions. Expressions of opinion are as 
of this date and are subject to change. This material is not a final or definitive offering memorandum and any offers 
and sales of securities discussed in this material will only be made pursuant to applicable private placement 
documents. No securities commission or similar authority has reviewed this material or has in any way passed 
upon the merits of any securities which may be offered in the manner contemplated in this material and any 
representation to the contrary is an offence. Securities will only be offered to eligible private placement purchasers, 
including purchasers that qualify as “accredited investors”, in reliance upon prospectus exemptions contained in 
National Instrument 45-106 or applicable US securities laws, and will be subject to resale restrictions. Any decision 
to purchase securities should be based solely on the information contained or incorporated by reference in the 
applicable offering memorandum, which contains comprehensive information about the fund, the investment 
strategy and the related risks. All Index Return data has been obtained from outside sources considered to be 
reliable, but no guarantee is made regarding accuracy or completeness.
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